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Halfling Faction Rules (May 2022) 

To the northwest of the continent of Upper ArcWorlde lies the Halfling nation of Hobbleshire, 
a country of rolling green fields and fertile farmland. Since the Halfling Civil War, a conflict 
which tore the nation over allegiance to the Empire, the Halflings of Hobbleshire have cut all 
treaties and loyalties to any other nation state.  

Their expansionist ways have pushed the borders of the Mildaark back further than ever before, 
and their frontier towns and fortified villages can be found peppering the fringes of the forest. 
The new expanded lands of Greater Hobbleshire are tempting beacons for monsters and ne’er-
do-wells, and the militias of these new settlements must defend their homes, as well as pushing 
ever further into the unforgiving Mildaark forest.  

 

Faction Specific Rules:  

Civilised Lands 

Halflings are one of the ‘civilised’ races of ArcWorlde and have been known to work alongside 
other nations who they respect. It isn’t uncommon to see humans and Halflings fighting side by 
side, particularly in the dangerous realms within the Mildaark. When constructing your Warband, 
you may use Characters from the Imperial and Njorsvald (Coming Soon!) Factions. 

Make/Take Orders 

If a Character has the Make Orders Trait, on an Easy Feat one of the following commands can 
be issued to friendly Characters with the Take Orders Trait within 12”. Upon issuing a command 
this Character's Activation ends and Activation passes to the Characters taking orders:  

 As One!  
Up to three Characters of the same Class may Activate together. Any Attacks made must 
be against the same target and are rolled one after another.  

 Stand Firm!  
Up to three Characters of the same Class automatically pass all Bravery Tests until the 
end of the Round. 
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In addition to the Items and Equipment found in the Common Armoury (see the Common 
Armoury list), the Halflings have access to their own special stash: 

Halfling Armoury 

Name Type Cost Description 

Packed 
Lunch 

Item 10GP 

A lovingly packed parcel of treats – perfect for a hungry 
Halfling in need.  

One use only. If consumed, a Character regains D6HP. A 
Character can use a Packed Lunch to heal a friendly Character 
in base contact. 

Halfling 
Ranged 
Weapon 

Equipment 15GP 

The Halflings use all manner of ranged weapons, from simple 
slings to bows and crossbows.  

If equipped, a Character may make this Attack:  

 (Ranged) Shot: Power – 5  

Special Rules: 12” range. 

Town 
Banner 

Item 15GP 

A well-loved banner adorned with the crest of the town or 
village the Warband calls home.  

Whilst held by a friendly Character, friendly Characters within 
12” may re-roll failed Bravery Tests. 

Halfling 

Mount 
Equipment 30GP 

Halflings are famous for their hardy Ironwool sheep, which 
they also use to ride into battle, alongside other weird and 
wonderful creatures they have tamed. 

May only be used by Sheriffs, Militia and Town Guard. If 
mounted, a Character gains +5HP and +4 Movement. They 
are Agile (see Bestiary rules) and now have a 40mm base size. 

Potbelly 

Cauldron 
Equipment 30GP 

An enchanted cauldron that carries a Battle Cook into the 
fray. They do the walking, so the Cook can do the cooking. 

May only be equipped to a Battle Cook. The Battle Cook 
gains +1 Armour. At the start of the Round, roll a D6. On a 
success, the Cauldron generates one Arcanite Token 
(generated Arcanite Tokens do not count towards scenario 
objectives). The Battle Cook will also have a 40mm base size. 

Ranger 
Cloak 

Equipment 10GP 

A true Halfling Ranger of Mildaark is marked by their cloaks, 
which they use to blend into the background out of sight. 

If equipped, whilst within 2” of a terrain feature any Ranged 
Attacks targeted at this Character are at +1 Feat difficulty. 
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Spell List – The Grand Cookbook of Bulbo Chubb 

These delicious meals, created by the legendary Master Cook Bulbo Chubb himself, are often either 
brought to or prepared on the battlefield by the Halflings to give them strength in combat. All it takes 

is a little Arcanite seasoning and the dishes take up a whole new dimension of ‘flavour’.  
 

The effects of these Spells do not stack and are replaced if another Spell is cast upon the same 
Character. 

Spell Name 
Required 
Draw 

Description 

Hearty Veggie 
Soup 

14 

The honest soil of Hobbleshire bestows the vegetables 
grown in it a distinctive, powerful flavour. Those who 
drink this nourishing broth say that its warmth can 
soothe even the most grievous of injuries.  

One friendly Character within 6" regains 3 HP. 

Marvellous 
Mutton Stew 

16 

Halflings are well known for keeping herds of well-
bred sheep, and this stew is so scrumptious that they 
must have been honoured to have become mutton for 
it.  

One friendly Character within 6" may re-roll a single 
failed Leg It roll this Round. 

Bullox Burgers 17 

Bullox are loyal beasts of burden for the Halflings, but 
even they can’t work forever. Thankfully they also 
make a cracking meal once they have… ‘retired’.  

One friendly Character within 6" may re-roll all failed 
Defence rolls until its next Activation. 

Cocklegriff 
Madras (with rice 

and naan) 
20 

This dish, inspired by the fragrant delicacies of 
Raajalan, has become a firm favourite for feisty folk to 
get them in the mood for a scrap. Although the 
violence the morning after often eclipses any that 
preceded it.  

One friendly Character within 6” gains the Fired Up 
Attack until the end of the Round:  

(1AP) Fired Up: Power - 8  

Special Rules: +1 Power against Flammable targets. 
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Mystery Meat 
Surprise 

21 

The piece de résistance, this outstanding feat of 
culinary craft is a closely guarded secret recipe. Only 
the finest of gourmets can master it, and its subtle 
flavours and expensive ingredients are often wasted 
on the rabble that gobble it up greedily on the 
battlefield.  

Choose two different Spells from this list and apply 
them to the same Character. 
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Attacks:  

 (2AP) Furious Wallop: Power – 8  
Special Rules: If a Critical Hit is rolled, reduce the target Character's AP by 1 for their 
next Activation. This does not stack.  

 (1AP) Hearty Stab: Power – 5  
Special Rules: Critical Hits ignore Armour  

Traits & Equipment – Light Armour, Make Orders  

Rousing Cheer 

Sheriffs are brave leaders of the militia, ready to rally their troops with rousing words in 
dangerous times. All Characters with the Take Orders Trait within 8” of the Sheriff use the 
Sheriff’s Bravery stat. 

“At the head of any Halfling Warband is the Sheriff, appointed by the mayor of the town 
to keep the peace. It is the job of the Sheriff to assemble and maintain the militia, 
making sure they are appropriately armed and trained for combat.  

Any good Sheriff leads from the front, and it is common to see them marching towards 
any threats at the head of their militia. Usually grizzled old veterans themselves, they are 
proud to serve their town, and show the young’uns how it’s done.” 

  

Halfling Sheriff – 80GP 

Class AP Movement Bravery HP 

Commander 4 4 9 10 
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Attacks:  

 (2AP) Spoon Whack: Power – 5  
Special Rules: If a Critical Hit is rolled, reduce the target Character's AP by 1 for their 
next Activation. This does not stack.  

Traits & Equipment – Make Orders  

“In Halfling culture, food is extremely important. Their culinary expertise is famed 
across ArcWorlde, and Halfling cuisine can be found in almost every town and city in 
Upper ArcWorlde.  

In Halfling settlements, the best cooks are seen as medicine-men by the community. 
Their delicious Arcanite-laced concoctions can seemingly cure any ailment or give the 
consumer miraculous powers. In times of war these cooks march into battle alongside 
their townsfolk, often atop enchanted cauldrons of bubbling broth, ready to administer 
their magical meals to any who need them.” 

  

Halfling Battle Cook – 80GP 

Class AP Movement Bravery HP 

Mage 3 4 8 9 
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Attacks:  

 (2AP) Twhack: Power – 6 
Special Rules: A Critical Hit allows the player to re-roll 1 failed Hit.  

 (1AP) Thrust: Power – 4  
 

Traits & Equipment –Take Orders  

“As Halflings settlements are often isolated, especially those in the newer territories of 
Greater Hobbleshire or within the Mildaark, it is vital that every Halfling knows how to 
defend themselves and their property from danger. As such, each town has a militia 
comprised of working folk who are ready to drop their tools and pick up their weapons at 
a moment’s notice.” 

  

Halfling Militia – 40GP 

Class AP Movement Bravery HP 

Unit 2 4 7 6 
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Attacks:  

 (2AP) Determined Hack: Power – 7 
Special Rules: A Critical Hit breaks 1 Armour.  

 (1AP) Chop: Power – 4  
 

Traits & Equipment –Take Orders, Heavy Armour 

Bodyguard  

If a Town Guard is in base contact with a friendly Commander, the player may distribute any 
number of successful Hits against that Commander to the Town Guard. These Hits are 
Defended as normal. 

“Although the bulk of a Halfling force is made of working folk, each settlement has a 
dedicated number of Town Guards to assist the Sheriff in their daily duties. These highly 
trained soldiers are equipped with the finest armour the town can afford and are sworn to 
guard both the Sheriff and citizens under their protection.” 

  

Halfling Town Guard – 70GP 

Class AP Movement Bravery HP 

Elite 3 4 8 7 
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Attacks:  

 (2AP) Trample: Power – 4 
Special Rules: If a Critical Hit is rolled, the target Character is Prone and the Thing-
Flinger may move out of combat without any penalties.  

 (Ranged) And…FIRE!: Power – 10 
Special Rules: 20” range. Requires a Hard Feat to Shoot. 
 
 

Traits & Equipment –Flammable.  

Crew  

If any Halfling Militia are in base contact with the Thing-Flinger, during their Activation they 
may donate their unspent AP to the Thing-Flinger.  

Random Payload  

Before attempting a Feat to Shoot a FIRE! Attack, roll a D6 to see what additional effects it has. 
Once this roll has been made, the Feat must still be attempted –  

1. Unfortunate Crew – If there are Halfling Militia in base contact with the Thing Flinger, place 
one in base contact with the target of the Attack. The Militia takes D6 Hits and becomes Prone. 
This occurs even if the Feat was unsuccessful.  

2. Rotten Veggies – If the Shot is successful, the target of the Attack, and all Characters within 
3”, move as if they were in Difficult Terrain until the end of the Round.  

3. Knives and Forks - If the Shot is successful, the Attack is at -2 Power, but ignores Armour.  

4. Farmyard Friends - If the Shot is successful, all Characters within 3” of the target take D3 
Hits.  

5. Honest Stone - If the Shot is successful, the Attack is at +4 Power  

6. Bomb Brew – If the Shot is successful, the target and every Character within 3” becomes 
Prone. 

“The Halflings are an industrious folk, and many construct ramshackle contraptions 
akin to catapults or trebuchets to help defend their homes. Although the exact design of 

Halfling Thing-Flinger – 200GP 

Class AP Movement Bravery HP 

Heavy 3 4 7 20 
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these varies from town to town, they are collectively known amongst the Halflings as 
Thing-Flingers due to their propensity to lob anything they can get their hands on.  

With the more recent expansions into Mildaark, many towns have adapted their Thing-
Flingers to be more mobile. Mounted upon the backs of placid Bulloxes they are vital in 
the protection against the dangers of the forest, even if they are sometimes more of a 
danger to the Halflings that crew them!” 
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Attacks:  

 (2AP) Cunning Thrust: Power – 6 
Special Rules: Re-roll all failed Hits against Monsters or Titans. These cannot be re-
rolled again 

 (Ranged) Lasso: Power – 3  
Special Rules: 6” range. If a Critical Hit is rolled, the target may not move until the end 
of the Round, and must achieve an Easy Feat to escape. A Character can be Lassoed by 
multiple Characters at the same time. 
 

Traits & Equipment – 

Traps  

Once per Activation, the Monster Hunter can attempt a Medium Feat to set a trap. Place a 
counter on the board; any Character that is within 2” of the counter must roll a Medium Feat or 
set off the trap and take 6 Hits. Once a trap has been set off, the counter is removed from the 
board.  

Dauntless  

Monster Hunters are fearless in the face of dangerous beasts and are immune to the effects of 
Fearsome from Monsters and Titans.  

“In the frontier lands of Greater Hobbleshire and the Mildaark, creatures are an ever-
present threat to those who settle there. Monsters roam the wilds of ArcWorlde, and the 
new villages and farmsteads are tempting targets for hungry beasts. As such, it is 
common for these towns to have Monster Hunters, who go out and thin the numbers of 
these dangerous creatures.  

Highly skilled and trained with all sorts of traps and weapons, Monster Hunters are 
respected, but feared within the Halfling community. It takes a rather unhinged 
individual to want to fight a Troll single-handedly, and most Hunters are at least a few 
pennies short of a shilling. 

 

Halfling Monster Hunter – 60GP 

Class AP Movement Bravery HP 

Irregular 3 4 8 6 
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Attacks:  

 (1AP) Bite: Power – 5 
 

Traits & Equipment – 

Agile  

A Character with this Trait may re-roll a single failed Leg It roll per Round.  

Pack Hunter  

Up to three Characters of the same Type with this Trait may Activate together. Any Attacks 
made must be against the same target and are rolled one after another.  

Cling On  

If a successful Attack has been made on a Monster or Titan, and the Trollhound is in base 
contact, the Monster suffers a Bite Attack every time it is Activated, which is defended as 
normal. When the Trollhound is the target of an Attack, roll a D6. On a Failure, this effect is 
dismissed as the Trollhound loses its grip!  

“Trollhounds are a breed of dog famed for their strength and immense size, with some 
individuals reaching the height of small ponies. Originally bred in Hobbleshire, they are 
mainly kept by farmers to protect their herds from roaming monsters, who would think 
nothing of devouring an entire flock if they had the chance.  

Although playful and affectionate beasts, Trollhounds are fiercely protective and will 
savagely attack anything they deem a threat to their masters. It is common for 
Trollhounds to accompany Halfling Warbands into battle as their powerful bite is a great 
help against larger foes.” 

Trollhound – 35GP 

Class AP Movement Bravery HP 

Beast 2 6 7 6 


